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Political district 

 
 
 
 
Zell am See (federal state Salzburg, Austria) 
 

 Sea level: 948 m  
Distance to Salzburg: 90 km 
Distance to Munich: 210 km 

  
Area 253 km² 

Covering 253 km², Rauris is the third-largest community by area in all of 
Austria – yet with only about 3100 permanent residents. 
 

Inhabitants ca. 3,100 
 

Guest beds ca. 3,000 
 

 

For press information about Rauris Valley and print-quality photographic materials, we are always 
available and happy to assist:  
 
Tourismusverband Rauris 
Sportstr. 2 
A - 5661 Rauris 
T: +43 6544 200 22 
E: info@raurisertal.at  
www.raurisertal.at  
 
Geschäftsführung:  
Gerhard Meister 
gerhard.meister@raurisertal.at 
 
 
 



Press text  

 

Rauris Valley. Simple. Genuine. 

 

Located in the heart of the Salzburger Land and on the eastern side of the Hohe Tauern National 

Park, the Rauris Valley – Raurisertal - is a venue for idyllic getaways. Traditional animal species 

extinct in the area have been reintroduced into the National Park and have since made it their 

home, along with smaller animals which have lived in the Hohe Tauern for centuries.  Look out for 

imposing bearded vultures or once the snow melts, free-roaming marmots.  

 

Traditions are strong, history long and the people friendly in Rauris, a traditional, unspoilt resort in 

a protected national park area of great natural beauty. Some years ago Rauris had to decide 

whether to opt for mass tourism, or a gentler, more traditional way of life. They decided to 

preserve the local precious countryside, plants, animals and mountains. The entire valley 

promotes itself as the Raurisertal, although Rauris remains the main centre.   

No matter whether you arrive in summer or winter, you will quickly realize that you have struck 

vacation gold! 

In fact, gold has played a pivotal role in the history of this high valley, set at an elevation of 948 

meters above sea level.  Mined here for a thousand years until 1927, today’s visitors have a 

chance to visit relics of the past – such as the ruins of a gold mine at the Kolm Saigurn valley 

head – as well as continuing the tradition by panning for gold themselves in the valley’s clear 

mountain streams.   

 

Downhill skiing has a long history in the valley. Wilhelm Ritter von Arlt brought the ski-sport to 

Rauris.  Together with goldmine-owner Ignaz Rojacher he brought the first skis from a study trip 

to Scandinavia back to Rauris. Soon a group formed around Ritter von Arlt who loved to go 

skiing. The equipment then was simple wooden planks with no edges, bended up at the tip.  They 

used different wax to go up or down the hills. In March 1902 the first ski-lessons took place in 

Rauris and marked the beginning of now more than a century of ski-lessons in Rauris.  

Today skiing still takes place on the Hochalm and adjacent areas above the village.  Although an 

unintimidating area for beginners, the 1250m vertical is big enough to keep more advanced skiers 

entertained and then there are long established off-piste touring routes that experts can be 

guided to and a 600m vertical black right above the village.  

 

 

 

 



Press text Summer 

 

Raurisertal – Experience the Golden Valley of the Alps   

 

The Golden Valley of the Alps, the Secret Jewel of the Hohe Tauern National Park – terms often 

used to describe the Raurisertal here in the Salzburger Land. A place where holiday-makers can 

spend a relaxing, exciting, cultural and fascinating vacation. The valley of valleys: the pack 

traders of the Seidlwinkltal, bearded vultures in the Krumltal, the gold and weather research of the 

Hüttwinkltal, tales and legends from the Gaisbachtal, along with the magnificent natural setting in 

Forsterbach make the Raurisertal the biggest and most beautiful hiking area in the Hohe Tauern 

National Park. Must-see and – hike destinations include the romantic Seidlwinkltal with the 500-

year-old Rauriser Tauernhaus, as well as the Hüttwinkltal with its uniquely beautiful valley head of 

Kolm Saigurn and the hiking paradise we know as the Hochalm – easy to reach using the 

Hochalm lifts. They are some of Salzburg’s most outstanding summertime lifts, serving as your 

gateway to a variety-packed collection of Alpine adventures. Fun and action for big and small are 

guaranteed! With over 295 km of superbly marked hiking paths and Alpine trails, the Raurisertal 

is one of the most adventure-filled hiking areas you can find anywhere. In the summer months, 

around 30 hill farms and mountain huts are staffed and open their doors to visitors. Here, nestled 

amid the grandiose landscapes of the Hohe Tauern peaks, vacationers sense the power of nature 

– out on a leisurely hike, or perhaps when making that final push to the summit. The numerous 

theme hikes in the Raurisertal are immensely popular: the Miners’ Trail, Tauern Gold Adventure 

Hike, Glacier Trail, Mineral Hike and many more. A special highlight in any all-inclusive Rauris 

holiday is definitely one of the free hikes led by certified hiking guides! 

 

 

Adventure Land for Little Holiday-Makers 

 

Parents wanting to open their children’s eyes to nature will particularly enjoy a vacation in the 

Raurisertal. Here in the Raurisertal, children can spend truly care-free, adventure-filled holidays. 

Petting zoos and playgrounds, an adventure pool with 50-metre water slide and beachvolleyball, 

an 18-hole mini golf facility, the Bucheben Alpine Preserve, the water playground Summererpark, 

a visit to a farm, riding lessons and treks, carriage rides, gold-panning sites, bread-baking and 

butter-churning up at a hill farm, plus family hikes, walks to investigate the forest and so much 

more, all guaranteed to set the pulse of every child racing with excitement. 

 

 

 

 



Rauris – the Gold-Mining Village in the Heart  

of the Hohe Tauern National Park  
 

Gold fever breaks out in Rauris every single summer. Treasure hunters chance their luck as they 

pan the river for fine platelets of pure metallic gold. Gold-mining has a long tradition in the 

Raurisertal. Though commercial gold-mining ceased in the last century, to this day there are still 

three beautiful gold-panning sites for locals and visitors to enjoy.  Under the watchful eye of a 

local expert, you will become a true treasure hunter and, with a little bit of luck, you might well find 

your very own “pot of gold”. And whatever you find, of course, you are welcome to keep! Panning 

for gold is a science unto itself: What is the right way to hold the pan, how much water should you 

allow into the pan etc. is all part of the “know-how” that goes into prospecting. Local pros are glad 

to share their knowledge with their holiday-making guests. For more than 1000 years (until 1927) 

that fine Tauern Gold was systematically mined in Kolm Saigurn at the foot of the Hohe 

Sonnblick. In the heyday of mining, 10% of the entire world’s gold resources were extracted here 

in Rauris. Ever since then, the history of gold-mining and the Raurisertal have been closely 

intertwined. Mine ruins, centuries-old miners’ homes and theme trails all remind us of those times. 

Nowadays, amateur prospectors are invited to hunt and discover gold in the clear, rushing 

mountains streams of the Rauris Valley! An especially enjoyable highlight for the kids: gold-

panning contests! 

 

Gold-panning sites in the Rauris valley 

• Gold-panning site Bodenhaus: original gold-panning site, in the Hüttwinkl valley 

• Gold-panning site Heimalm: in the hiking area of the Rauriser Hochalmbahnen 

• Gold-panning site Sportalm: covered gold-panning site near the town centre of Rauris 

 

 

Raurisertal, Krumltal: The Valley of Vultures 
 

In the Krumltal we find both the Moosenwand and the Rotwand, the two most important roosting 

spots for vultures in the Hohe Tauern range. In 1986, the Raurisertal was selected as the site in 

which to reintroduce the bearded vulture to the Alps. Since that time, we have been able to 

observe these impressive animals and their cousins, the griffon and white-headed vultures, along 

with marmots, chamois and the many other Alpine animals in the Raurisertal, freely roaming in 

their natural setting. Every year in summer, the Raurisertal is visited by 60-80 vultures. The 

vultures we encounter here are purely summertime visitors. The sheer roosts of the vultures are a 

unique natural spectacle. Visitors are interested in birds can hike into the Valley of Vultures with a 

National Park Ranger or, if you prefer a more leisurely pace, you can take the Hochalm lift on a 

comfortable trip up to the Bird-of-Prey Station located next to the summit station, where they 

regularly offer shows to the public.  A wonderful opportunity to observe up-close the otherwise so 



shy owls and other birds of prey, all set against the imposing scenery of the Hohe Tauern 

National Park. In addition, you will be able to pick up all kinds of other interesting information 

about these animals, some of which continue to be on the endangered list. The “Kings of the 

Skies” house is the site of an interactive exhibition about golden eagles, griffon vultures and 

bearded vultures. Plus, it also serves as a hub for wildlife-watching tours in the Raurisertal and 

beyond.  

 

 

Soaring to the Top of the Hochalm – a Mountain of Adventure 
 

In a matter of minutes, the Rauris Hochalm Lifts carry nature-lovers effortlessly to the very heart 

of the Hochalm Hiking Area. Awaiting hikers here are nature adventures in the truest sense of the 

word: you can start out by enjoying breathtaking views of the peaks of the Goldberg Group, the 

Grossglockner, Niedere Tauern, Steinernes Meer, Hochkönig and Dachstein. Heading out from 

the Hochalm and Heimalm, numerous relaxing hiking paths lead out into the mountain 

countryside, allowing you to acquaint yourself with the animals, plants and minerals of the Hohe 

Tauern National Park as you stroll along. The self-guided Forest Path, as an example, conveys 

all kinds of fascinating information during what is a truly enjoyable hike. A particularly exciting 

experience is a visit to the Bird-of-Prey Station at the Hochalm. Twice daily, they hold shows for 

the public featuring otherwise very shy birds of prey. Treasure hunters look to visit the gold-

panning site at the Heimalm. The artificial lake at Hochalm has been created to fit impressively 

into its mountain setting, making it yet another compelling attraction atop the Hochalm! 

 

Timetable summer 2018:  

20.05. – 28.06.2018: Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday 

(Additional: Friday 01.06.2018) 

01.07. - 09.09.2018: daily 

11.09. - 07.10.2018: Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday 

13. - 14.10.2018 & 20. - 21.10.2018 

(Additional: Friday 26.10.2018) 

Operating hours: 9 - 12 am, 1 - 4.30 pm 

 

 

Culinary Highlights in the Raurisertal 

 

Whether at a rustic country inn or an internationally acclaimed restaurant, the numerous 

Raurisertal’s dining establishments invite you to sample the best the region has to offer. 

Numerous organic farmers offer products from their own farm. With an abundance of love and 

true to ages-old recipes, an array of Pinzgau delicacies come to your table. Up at the mountain 

huts, hikers are treated to home-made delicacies created by the farmers. Once a week, a very 



special event is held at the Kalchkendlalm in Bucheben. Under the motto of “I’m making my own 

bread-and-butter”, Roswitha Huber will teach our up-and-coming bakers all sorts of interesting 

facts about farming in the hill country. You will knead and shape the dough together, then push 

your bread into the wood-burning oven.  

Culinary events summer 2018: 

• Each Thursday: Rauris culinary market 

• 02.09. until 16.09.2018: Rauris harvest-weeks with harvest festival, 09.09.2018 

 

 

Rauris Primeval Forest 

A natural spectacle whose beauty is beyond description    
 

80 ponds, lakes and moors leave their mark on the landscapes of the centuries-old Alpine forest 

we know as the “Rauris Primeval Forest”. Here at 1600 metres above sea level, a series of 

extraordinary circumstances brought about the rich vegetation of this only area of high moors in 

all of the Alps. Extraordinarily unique flora and species-rich, generally protected fauna await 

hikers on their way through the Rauris Primeval Forest. In order to preserve this pristine natural 

setting, a self-guided nature trail has been constructed. It leads through numerous peat mosses, 

sourgrasses and sedges. A small forest museum provides information about the geological 

origins of this area, as well as its world of plants and animals. It normally takes about 45 minutes 

to walk through the Rauris Primeval Forest. But if you take more time, you can quietly soak in the 

impressive nature impressions, unwind amid the mystical moorland setting and sense the true 

uniqueness of Mother Nature. For the Rauris Primeval Forest is far more than just a tip for a nice 

hike! 

 

The valley of springs 

 

Make the element of water accessible to everyone and let visitors experience water with all their 

senses, could be successfully established thanks to a strong cooperation of the residents in the 

beautiful Raurisertal. 

 
Spring Paradise - "Rauriser UrQuell" 

The Rauriser UrQuell is a unique source in the Rauris Valley located in the quiet, rear Hüttwinkltal 

with a very special flora. Numerous large and small waterfalls, a pool of water, a drinking fountain 

and wooden benches make this a cozy place to enjoy nature and water.  

 

Water-information-way 

The water-information-way is located in the Seidlwinkltal. Information signs near the hiking path 

provide useful information about water and interesting insights into the precious nature of this 

nature resource and its effects.  



 



Water Playgrounds 

The water playgrounds, e.g. at the Bodenhaus gold-panning site and the waterpark at 

“Summerer” near the centre of Rauris enable both young and old to enjoy the sense and 

experience of water close up.  

 

Waterfall Roundtrip Kolm Saigurn 

The Waterfall roundtrip in the Valley end Kolm Saigurn offers great views to the waterfalls like 

Barbara Wasserfall and is with its 200 meters altitude difference an easy hiking trail for both 

young and old. 

 

 

Excursion Destinations in and around Rauris 

 

Numerous interesting excursion destinations await visitors in and around Rauris. Aside from an 

attractive array of recreational opportunities in Rauris itself (“King of the Skies” house, 

Hochalmbahn “Adventure Mountain”, the game preserve and bird-of-prey station, Rauris Primeval 

Forest, a 600-year-old schnapps distillery and many more), visitors can visit, either on their own 

or as part of a tour, the City of Salzburg (50 min.) or the spa town of Gastein (40 min.).  Not far 

away are also the famous towns of Zell am See and Kaprun. An excursion to the Kaprun 

Moserboden Reservoirs represents a fascinating journey into the Alps. The Grossglockner High-

Alpine Road is an absolute must, while a true adventure awaits visitors in the Kitzlochklamm in 

Taxenbach. Similarly, the Fusch Wildlife & Fun Park is well worth a visit. At the National Park 

Center in Mittersill – the biggest national park center in all of Austria – games and experiments 

allow visitors to experience and “grasp” what the Hohe Tauern National Park is all about.  

 
 

 



Press Text – Winter 

 

 

Enchantingly wintry – the Golden Valley of the Alps 

 

Winter reaches new heights in this valley with a warm, welcoming atmosphere – this is what 

winter in the Rauris Valley is all about. Whether you are an avid downhiller or cross-country 

enthusiast, a snowboarder, tobogganer, snowshoer, ski-tourer or winter hiker – in the Raurisertal, 

the freedom of the great outdoors always plays a major role.  

Romantic hours spent on a horse-drawn sleigh ride or out on a natural toboggan run sledding in 

the moonlight, alternating with high-spirited evenings at mountain huts and visits to a schnapps 

distillery.  

 

 

Insider’s Tip for Fans of the Slopes 

 

The skiing area Rauriser Hochalmbahnen is an area where you never feel lost in the crowd and 

which is often thought of as one of those special “insider tips”. Hop aboard the summit lift and you 

will quickly find yourself up at 2,175 metres above sea level – ready to throw yourself into a 

wonderful Alpine world with a broad network of treeless slopes, giving you a real sensation of 

utter freedom. With wonderful northeast-facing slopes, an enchanting paradise of deep snows 

reveals itself before you, one which is quite beyond compare. No matter whether you’re a pro, a 

beginner or a child– in Rauris, everyone will find a slope to their taste. At the valley station of the 

Hochalm Lifts, for example, there is one of the most delightful bunny hills for beginners you could 

imagine. Aside from this, the Hochalm area also offers ample space for fun-filled, exhilarating 

sledding expeditions (including a floodlit hill) and boundless wintertime fun. And things don’t slow 

down one bit when it comes to taking a tandem jump with a paraglider. Friendly huts and bars 

invite you to stop in, relax, enjoy some refreshments and experience the excitement of après ski. 

Summer and winter, the mountain is always the site for a variety-packed program of 

entertainment – between the Heimalm and Hochalm, there is always something going on. At the 

Heimalm, participants in the kids’ ski courses stop in to recharge their batteries over lunch, while 

there are never-ending high spirits at the Snow Bar. At the Kreuzboden Hut, sun worshippers can 

enjoy the glorious sunny terrace, their cosy dining rooms and the après-ski bar. Rauris offers pure 

wintertime fun with good weather virtually guaranteed. You see, Rauris enjoys some 350 fog-free 

days a year!   

New since December 2016: The 10-person gondola “Waldalmbahn”. 

 

The free ski bus provides convenient transportation for skiers up to the start of our winter sports 

world. Snowmaking capability guarantee reliable snow conditions until well into springtime. The 



reservoir (65,000 m³ water capacity) is the focal point for snowmaking efforts throughout the 

Rauris ski area, designed in such a way as to enhance the region’s landscapes and present the 

summertime visitor with yet another delightful attraction. 

 

 

More than 120 Years of Skiing in Rauris 

 

Rauris looks back on a long skiing tradition. As far back as 1894, pioneer of skiing, Wilhelm Ritter 

von Arlt, descended from the Sonnblick to Kolm Saigurn in just 32 minutes – an unbelievable 

skiing achievement. In 1902, Rauris held its first ski course. In 1972/73, the Rauris Hochalm Lifts 

commenced operation and, in 1984, the first snow canons began to create man-made snow in 

Rauris. The Rauris Valley has brought forth several outstanding skiers. Ulli Maier was perhaps 

the most exceptional, Super-G World Champion in 1989 and 1991, tragically losing her life at the 

1994 downhill in Garmisch.  

 

 

Experiencing Winter in the Rauris Valley 

 

Also when it comes to winter sports away from the groomed slopes, the Raurisertal is a 

fantastically hot tip. Cross-country skiers glide along magical trails extending out some 30 km in 

five large loops at elevations between 950 m and 1,200 metres above sea level, amid winter 

landscapes covered deep in snow. Skate along the scenic sun trails towards a world of boundless  

natural and sporting impressions.  

Exploring the untouched, white winter countryside with snowshoes on your feet, away from the 

ski slopes, is amongst the most impressive experiences for individualists. Simply buckle on those 

snowshoes and immerse yourself in the languid, invigoratingly beautiful natural setting of Rauris 

in winter.  If you wish, expert local guides are also there to assist.  

And when it comes to relaxing, romantic journeys of discovery, the Raurisertal’s countless 

cleared winter hiking paths, punctuated by friendly cafés and traditional inns along the way, 

provide the ideal opportunity. A total of 30 km of cleared winter hiking paths, serving up splendid 

panoramic views, a quiet and undisturbed natural setting and animal tracks in the snow, allow you 

to enjoy the winter countryside of the National Park Community of Rauris.  

Romantics also fill their “enjoyment quota” during guided hikes by torchlight, or out on horse-

drawn sleigh rides through the Raurisertal. 

The “Schneeroaf-Roas” in Kolm Saigurn at the foot of the Hohe Sonnblick is yet another special 

tip: this clearly posted trail, set against the breathtaking vistas of a majestic Alpine world of 3,000-

metre peaks, starts out from the Alpengasthof Bodenhaus. After walking for around two to three 

hours, we reach the valley head of Kolm Saigurn, at which point you can take a refreshment 

break at the Ammererhof or the Naturfreundehaus. Kolm Saigurn is also part of a true ski-touring 



paradise – the Upper Raurisertal – including the Hohe Sonnblick. This magnificent world of 

3,000m giants, far removed from noise and the daily routine, serves as your gateway via 

countless splendid routes to the heart of the Hohe Tauern National Park.  

 

 

In the Raurisertal, winter reveals itself filled with originality, diversity and harmony. Amid this 

spacious, ancient natural setting, an authentic lifestyle and culture has also been wonderfully 

preserved. Many old buildings remind us of the gold days, traditions continue to leave their mark 

on daily life, while hospitality plays an important, yet thoroughly matter-of-fact role. And an aspect 

of life virtually forgotten and ignored elsewhere is the world of cooking, filled with the flavours of 

mouth-watering old recipes: pressed cheese dumplings, Pinzgau griddles, cheese noodles and a 

good rowanberry schnapps to finish it all off: All occupy their rightful place on the menus of 

traditional inns and gourmet restaurants alike. 

 



Sightseeing in Rauris  

 

Museum of Rauris 

The museum is based in the old country-judge-building (established in 1562). 

You get information about the Rauris valley, the gold mining, tradition and manual skills, minerals, 

animals as well as a detailed exhibition of the national park. The Sonnblick weather forecast 

stationary has a separate place in the museum. 

 

Church of Rauris (Pinzgauer cathedral) 

Most of the church is built in the gothic style and it was finished in the 15th century. Worth seeing 

is the late gothic choir, the roof paintings, the baroque altar as well as the octagonal baptismal 

front from the year 1497. 

 

Michaels-Chapel 

This chapel is the oldest memorial in Rauris. It was first mentioned in the year 1203 A.D. 

 

Wild-Life-Park and 600-year old “Schnaps” distillery 

Interesting and fascinating wild-life-park with animals from the alps. In the neighbourhood you will 

see the 600-year old distillery of Schnaps. Visiting and tasting will make this trip perfect. 

 

 “King of the Skies” nationalpark house  

The “King of the Skies” nationalpark house in Rauris is, on the one hand, an interactive exhibition 

about golden eagles, griffon vultures and bearded vultures, while at the same time serving as a 

hub for an array of National Park services, especially for its wildlife-watching tours of the Rauris 

Valley and beyond. The exhibition itself places the spotlight on the “Kings of the Skies” and their 

fascinating lives within the Hohe Tauern National Park. The info center is intended to highlight the 

National Park’s importance as a habitat for a fantastic animal world and as the Alps-wide nucleus 

for majestic birds of prey.  

Opening times: 01.05. until 26.10.: daily from 10 am until 6 pm, winter: Wednesday from 4 pm 

until 6 pm. 

 

House-brewery of Weixen-Beer 

Get a taste of the very good beer of “Landgasthof Weixen” in beautiful valley of Seidlwinkl. 

Playground for children and a lot of animals to touch will make this tour perfect for the whole 

family. 

 



Bird of prey center at the Hochalm (summer) 

Bird of prey center with daily flight performances. Professional falconiers demonstrate classical 

shows and birds of prey held in an environment corresponding to their natural habitats. 

Opportunity for an upclose look at the otherwise so shy owls and birds of prey. Duration: About 

40 minutes. 

 

Seidlwinkl valley (summer) 

From the town Wörth to southwest the culture-historically well-known Seidlwinkltal begins. 

Already thousands of years ago humans continued to take the Säumer path through the 

Seidlwinkl valley via the Hochtor to the south up to the Adria. Over 500 years old the Tauernhaus 

is one of the many certifications from the time of the Säumer trade. 

 

Hüttwinkl valley (summer) 

The valley of Rauris is one of the longest valleys of the Tauern. About 30 km far away from the 

Rauriser Höhe is the end of the valley of Hüttwinkl.  Kolm Saigurn at the end of the valley is well 

known and can be reached by bus or car.  From here a lot of excursions can be started. One of 

the many worthwhile excursions is the Tauern gold round trip. The mine ruins give impressive 

certification of the former importance of this gold extraction area. 

 

The Sonnblick-Observatory  

The history of the highest observatory of the alps operated the whole year is connected with 

Ignaz Rojacher, the founder of the observatory. With unbelievable will and perseverance and 

simplest means of transport and building in the end of 19th century a mountain top observatory 

was built on 3.106m in the Tauern, in order to be able to study procedures in higher layers of the 

atmosphere. Since this time meteorological data are measured and collected. For weeks on end 

in the winter, this weather station's only contact with the outside world is by telephone. But day in, 

day out, it continues to transfer vital data for weather forecasts, hydrology, radiology and air 

chemistry to European research centres.  

 

 


